Spatiotemporal coordinated hierarchical properties of cellular protrusion revealed by multiscale analysis.
We present a methodology for integrative multiscale analysis to highlight hierarchical properties of cellular protrusion and mechanochemical interactions in cellular protrusion based on live cell imaging data with high spatiotemporal resolution. As an appropriate experimental system, we selected non-polarized full-moon-shaped keratocytes that present balanced protrusion around the entire cell periphery at the cellular scale simultaneously with active protrusion and retraction at the subcellular scale. We achieved the observation of a whole cell with sub-micrometer spatial precision and sub-second time resolution for three minutes or more. The multiscale characteristics of cell peripheral activity and those of the cell peripheral shape were extracted from an identical image sequence by estimating the cell protrusion rates and the cell peripheral curvatures at various differential intervals. The spatiotemporal maps of the cell protrusion rates demonstrated a spatiotemporally nested structure of travelling waves of active protruding regions at the cellular and subcellular scales. Moreover, correlation analysis demonstrated the relationship between the cell protrusion rate and peripheral curvature at the subcellular scale. The novel integrative methodology presented here well highlighted the hierarchical properties of organized cellular protrusion, and further provided insight about the underlying mechanochemical interactions between the cell membrane and the actin filaments under the membrane.